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ABSTRACT
The research performed under NASA Ames Cooperative Agreement NCC2-5096
between September 1, 1994 and February 29, 1996 is reviewed. Two areas of research
were pursued.
The first major area of this study was to develop a vorticity-velocity formulation and
numerical solution algorithms suitable for the analyses of incompressible as well as low-to-
moderate-speed compressible flows. Research performed towards contributing to the
determination of the appropriate vorticity and dilation creation boundary conditions
suggested to temporarily set aside this approach and use a primitive-variable approach
other than the pseudo-compressibility approach used by Drs. Kwak and Rogers. The
second major area of study was initiated to comprehensively examine the INS-2D and INS-
3D programs from the point of view of boundary conditions. The research carried out was
documented in the form of two technical papers which are included in Appendices A and B;
the boundary-condition related issues for INS-3D are briefly mentioned.
ENHANCEMENTS ACHIEVED FOR INS-3D
A critical assessment of the suitability of the public domain unsteady Navier-Stokes
code INS-3D (incompressible Navier-Stokes 3D) for dynamic motion CFD was
undertaken. Dynamic motion CFD focuses upon simulating the strongly nonlinear unsteady
effects that are associated With bodies (typically aircraft) executing rapid maneuvers.
Theoretically, such problems are boundary driven, and the boundary condition analyses and
their implementation in code plays a dominant role in the accuracy and validity of the results
generated. The examination of results generated using the boundary conditions supplied
with INS-3D for the problem of the formation of a dynamically induced stall vortex by the
rapid pitch-up of a NACA 0015 wing has revealed several areas needing improvements in
the existing analysis. Typically, the strength of the resulting dynamic stall vortex is over-
predicted, and the accuracy of the prediction of its location and strength with time exceeds
uncertainty estimates for both the computed and experimental values. This has led to the
critical assessment of some of the boundary conditions provided in INS-3D and the
modification of some of these conditions.
As supplied, the inflow-outflow boundary condition analysis for the far field flow
employs a method-of-characteristics (inviscid) analysis to determine the far-field pressure
distribution. It has been demonstrated that this inviscid analysis is somewhat inconsistent
with a viscous flow code and, in the present case, leads to the existence of an unphysical
pressure discontinuity along the far-field boundary at the locations where the flow switches
from being inflow to being outflow. This inflow-outflow boundary condition has been
replaced with a Navier-Stokes (viscous flow) consistent boundary condition analysis for the
far-field flow. Smooth velocity and pressure variations have been demonstrated along the
far-field boundary using the new analysis.
As supplied, INS-3D employs an averaging technique to implement all internal flow-
through grid-induced boundaries. Such boundaries are either the boundaries of multiple
grid blocks, or Chimera grid boundaries, or C-grid boundaries. As a result, the governing
Navier-Stokes equations are not solved along such locations, rather nearby values are
averagedto injecta solutionuponthesepoints. Thisis inconsistentandresultsin
disturbancesbeingunphysicallygeneratedat suchlocations.A modificationof theexisting
interpolationdatabaseshasbeenaccomplished,whichallowsthe solutionof thegoverning
Navier-StokesequationsalongC-gridandspatiallyperiodicboundaries.Theability to
handlespatialperiodicityisa newcapabilitythathasbeenaddedto INS-3Dbythis
correctivemechanism.Consistenttreatmentof multiplegridblock interfacesandChimera
grid boundariestill remainsto bedone.
As supplied,INS-3Demployspressureextrapolationto the body surface as its wall
boundary condition. This is equivalent to the boundary-layer approximation of zero normal
pressure gradient near body surfaces. Unfortunately, separated flow destroys the boundary
layer, making zero normal pressure gradient an inaccurate approximation for the present
class of strongly separated flows. Others have linked the normal pressure gradient to body
acceleration for maneuvering body simulations. However, the present analysis indicates that
both of these approaches are inadequate to accurately predict the strength and location of
the dynamic-stall vortex during rapid maneuvers. Its location and strength directly impact
the force and moment distributions acting on the vehicle and, in the present circumstances,
these forces and moments are very strong and directly impact the pilot's controllability of
the maneuver. Consequently, a theoretical investigation must beundertaken, focusing on
the proper formulation of the wall boundary constraint condition. It should be noted that,
for incompressible codes, the issue is the prediction of the surface pressure distribution,
while for compressible codes, the analogous issue is the prediction of the surface density
distribution.
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Abstract
Issues concerning the implementation of
body surface, sub-domain interface, and far-
field boundary conditions for the full unsteady
viscous compressible or incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations are addressed in the context of
the dynamic-stall application. Indications are
presented that the standard boundary condition
analyses employed with many public-domain
off-the-shelf Navier-Stokes results are both
overdetermined and inconsistent with the
unsteady viscous flow equations.
Introduction
Why the emphasis on boundary
conditions? Because the only difference
between an aircraft in flight and the flow within
an air-conditioning duct is the boundary
conditions. Both flows exactly satisfy the
Navier-Stokes equations everywhere else.
Stated alternatively, any systematic error in a
boundary condition analysis is transmitted
directly to the solution and is completely
transparent to a truncation-error analysis. In the
end, one will have obtained a good
mathematical solution, but to an entirely
different problem.
So how does a systematic error enter a
boundary condition analysis? The answer is
very subtle, not easily recog'nized, but steps to
the very heart of theoretical fluid dynamics.
The remainder of the paper uses the dynamic
stall problem of a rectan_lar wing with a
NACA0015 cross-section (hereafter referred to
as NACA0015 airfoil with winglets)
maneuvering in pitch to high angles of attack,
with its ensuing unsteady separation, to
illustrate the point. Discussion will progress
from the body surface boundary conditions to
the far field inflow/outflow boundary typical of
external flows.
Model Geometry
Figure 1 illustrates a three-dimensional
instantaneous pressure solution for a
maneuvering NACA0015 airfoil with winglets.
The four-to-one aspect ratio matches the wind-
tunnel artifact which used splitter plates (the
winglets) to isolate the span from wind-tunnel
wall effects. The simulation employs spatial
periodicity in the spanwise direction,
implemented by solving full Navier-Stokes
equations within the spanwise periodic planes.
Further, a replicated O-grid topology along the
spanwise direction is used with full Navier-
Stokes equations solved along the O-grid
periodic boundary. The inflow/outflow
boundary is located some 25 chords away from
the body. Figure 2 illustrates spanwise-vorticity
contours for the same instant, some two
characteristic times after start of the motion.
The Reynolds number, Re, is 45,000 based on
free stream velocity and chord. The simulation
is a "coarse-grid" or "engineering" direct
numerical simulation with no turbulence
t This research is supported, in part, by AFOSR Grant No. F49620-92-J-0292, NASA Grant No.
NCC2-5096, and Ohio Supercomputer Grant No. PES070-5.
modeling.Thesolutionof theunsteadyviscous
Navier-Stokesequationsis subjectsolelyto the
boundaryconditions.
Body Surface Boundary Conditions
No-slip applies at the body surface.
However, in addition to wall temperature, a
compressible solution requires surface density,
while an incompressible solution requires
surface pressure. Herein lies the subtlety.
Anything short of full unsteady conservation of
mass, linear and angular momentum, and
energy, with all terms active in the boundary
analysis for surface density or pressure, will be
inconsistent with the interior full unsteady
viscous Navier-Stokes solution. Furthermore,
such an inconsistency in the boundary analysis
cannot be removed by grid refinement and
cannot be seen by a truncation error analysis of
the interior solution. To illustrate, it is
customary in several public-domain results to
invoke the flat plate boundary-layer
approximation of either zero normal pressure
gradient or, for the dynamic stall problem, a
normal pressure gradient related solely to the
normal acceleration of the body surface. Such
an analysis drops the normal viscous
contribution vrrtRe entirely, and no amount of
grid refinement can reintroduce the neglected
term. Unfortunately, at a separation point, the
only active term is vr/Re and the full unsteady
viscous Navier-Stokes solution from the interior
understands that this should have been the case.
The reduced boundary analysis is inconsistent
with the governing equation suite, and breaks
the physics of the evolving flow. Comparing
Figs. 3 and 4 illustrates the possible magnitude
of this subtlety. Figures 3 and 4 represent
midspan pressure contours for the NACA0015
airfoil-winglet combination two characteristic
times after an impulsive start from rest at the
fixed angle of attack of ten degrees. Figaare 3
employs the zero normal pressure gradient
boundary condition (appropriate for the fixed
angle of attack calculation presented here) while
Fig. 4 employs the full viscous equation suite to
evolve surface pressure. Note the 400%
difference in minimum surface pressure at the
trailing edge within the viscous separation zone
and the non-physical, nearly-right-angle comers
in the pressure contours near the body surface
within Fig. 3. As a consequence, the formation,
strength and instantaneous locations of the
unsteady separation, and subsequently, the
corresponding vortices, which dominate the
dynamic stall problem, can be considerably
altered by the reduced boundary analysis.
The Issue of Artificial Dissipation
The unsteady viscous Navier-Stokes
equations understand viscosity quite well. They
correctly admit temporal instability mechanisms
as a solution. Under the right flow conditions,
disturbances grow but not without bound. This
is the critical mechanism of transition and the
turbulent response of fluid systems. The
unsteady viscous Navier-Stokes equations are,
and can correctly be, locally unstable. Any
attempt to falsely "stabilize" their response
either by adding explicit artificial viscosity
directly, through flux-vector splitting schemes
of the convective terms, and/or turbulence
modeling, suppresses the exact physical
mechanisms that are responsible for the
unsteady effects.
The smearing of the pressure contours
at the trailing edge of the winglet can be clearly
seen in Fig. 1. This is a direct c.onsequence of
the excessive dissipation injected by flux-vector
splitting upon a viscous flow solution and
represents unphysical behavior at such a trailing
edge location. In principle, the viscous Navier-
Stokes equations should not require the extra
help of an inviscid artifact designed to rapidly
damp oscillations near high-gradient regions.
This high-gradient region should generate flow
instability mechanism critical to the physical
solution. Such subtle artificial suppression of
an otherwise viable flow instability mechanism
can completely alter the physics of the evolving
unsteady flow.
Far-Field Boundary Conditions
Many public-domain compressible and
incompressible Navier-Stokes simulations
employ a method-of-characteristics analysis at
an inflow or an outflow boundary. This
represents a reduced boundary condition
analysis, very similar to the boundary-layer
analysis discussed above, except that now all of
the viscous terms are artificially removed a
priori. Unfortunately, the unsteady viscous
Navier-Stokes equations are a parabolic system
of equations owing to diffusion and always
possess one imaginary characteristic, while the
unsteady Euler equations are hyperbolic and
possess all real characteristics. The
characteristics of the unsteady Euler equations
are not the characteristics of the unsteady
viscous Navier-Stokes equations and any use of
a method-of-characteristics analysis to set the
boundary conditions for the unsteady viscous
equations inconsistently overdetermines the
boundary. The consequence for the present
model geometry of a method-of-characteristic
based inflow/outflow boundary analysis is
demonstrated by Fig. 5 which plots the pressure
distribution along the inflow/outflow boundary
near the point on the O-grid topology where the
flow switches from inflow to outflow. This is
from the midspan plane within the solution
shown in Fig. 1 and 2. The single grid-point
discontinuity in pressure which occurs at the
point where the flow switches from inflow to
outflow is evident very clearly. Such a result is
a physical impossibility for an unsteady viscous
solution, but is a direct artifact of the method-of-
characteristics. The interior Navier-Stokes
operator smears this boundary-imposed
discontinuity so that, near the body, its presence
is difficult to see. However, pressure does have
global impact. In the numerics = physics
terminology, the physics side of the equation
has just been broken.
Symptoms of
Inconsistent Boundary Conditions
In general, the inability to reduce the
residuals of all governing equations to machine
zero everywhere within the flow domain is a
clear indicator of an inconsistency somewhere
within the analysis, and very often this
inconsistency resides within the boundary
condition analysis. It is impossible to
simultaneously satisfy the interior difference
equations and inconsistently overspecifled
boundary conditions. The numerics respond by
saturating the residuals after dropping only a
few orders of magnitude, thus violating the
Navier-Stokes equations everywhere by
redistributing the inconsistency amongst all
interior equations. If one is lucky, the
nonphysical behavior still manifests itself near
the boundary. However, the tendency is to treat
the symptoms rather than the cause. Thus,
artificial dissipation is added near boundaries
with the express intent of suppressing near
boundary oscillations. High-order difference
schemes are "required" to reduce their order of
accuracy near boundaries, again with the
express purpose of damping near-boundary
oscillations. Flux-split differences appear
within viscous algorithms. Excessive damping
hides the behavior but at the expense of
completely altering the physics of unsteady
viscous flows. The physics of unsteady viscous
flows is real temporal instability which
amplifies disturbances, leading to persistent
near-wall and not so near-wall unsteadiness,
through the growth of coherent organized
rotational motion in the guise of viscous eddies
and unsteady separation. In summary, it is,
absolutely essential that all elements of the
boundary-condition analysis be consistent with
the flow physics.
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Abstract
This study has been undertaken to analyze
the effect of compressibility on the dynamic-stall
phenomenon by accurately simulating the
prevailing mechanisms of the formation of the stall
vortex. Towards this, a generalized analysis is
developed in a time-dependent curvilinear
coordinate system. It is implemented with flow-
adaptive gridding and arbitrarily maneuvering and
deforming bodies. One of the major contributions
of this analysis is the elimination of the boundary
condition of zero normal pressure gadient at solid
surfaces, which breaks down in regions where
separation occurs and in regions of high surface
curvature. The branch cuts are treated properly by
solving the complete Navier-Stokes equations at
these interior points. The preliminary verification
study led to the conclusion that computer
resources on the CRAY Y-MP864 are not
adequate for the analysis being undertaken. This
resulted in developing an object-oriented linear
algebra class library for high-performance
computation on parallel machines. At the time of
the conference, the verification analysis was not
completed, and as such, it was decided to provide
some information towards the approach used in
this work.
Introduction
Dynamic stall occurs when an airfoil is
pitched rapidly past its static stall angle. The lift
as well as the drag continues to increase, to a
dramatic extent, past the maximum possible static
value. As seen in the experimental results of
Jumper et al. (1988) in Fig. 1, as the angle of
attack approaches 30 ° during the pitch-up cycle,
there is a dramatic loss in lift, and a corresponding
and sudden 'nose-down' moment. This event,
termed dynamic stall, is a barrier technology,
limiting the operational envelope of
supermaneuverable aircraft and helicopters, and
the performance of. wind turbines and
turbomachinery.
As is understood presently, the event of
dynamic stall for incompressible flow is
dominated by vortex interactions and instabilities.
The instability mechanisms observed in two-
dimensional flows will be described below. As the
airfoil is accelerated from rest in a quiescent flow,
the initial instability of this flow occurs when the
Reynolds number (Re) exceeds a certain relatively
small value and flow separates from the airfoil
near the trailing edge. As the Reynolds number is
increased further, this initial instability can
amplify small asymmetric disturbances in the flow
and an asymmetric instability occurs near the
trailing edge, eventually developing into a Karman
vortex street. This is a stable periodic flow for
low enough Re. Due to the periodic nature of this
flow, the specific point at which the airfoil is given
an initial an_lar acceleration to begin the pitch-up
is extremely important. The development of the
resulting flow and the corresponding lift, drag and
moment curves are observed to be very dependent
on when the pitch-up is begun.
t This research is supported, in part, by AFOSR Grant No. F49620-93-1-0393, NASA Grant No. NC22-5096 and by
Ohio Supercomputer Center Grant No. PES070-5.
For flows with moderateRe values,an
instabilityoccursduring the pitch-upmaneuver
nearthe leadingedgewherethe boundary-layer
flow separates,eventuallyintensifyinginto an
attachedcounter-rotatingupper-surfacevortex.
This vortex is the cause of the increased
performanceof the airfoil, in termsof its lift.
Momentarily,it remainsattachedoverthecenter
of lift, resultingin very little changein moment
appliedto theairfoil. An underlyingpairedvortex
formson the airfoil surface. As the maneuver
continues,an additionalpair of vorticesforms
belowthis one. Whenthesecondvortexof this
newpair is formed,the initial secondaryvortex
(pairedwith thedynamic-stallvortex)eruptsout
intothenearly-inviscidvortexflow,cuttingoff the
feedingshearlayer emanatingfrom the leading
edge,and the dynamicstall vortexevolvesas
shownin Fig.2. The shearlayerundergoesa
Ketvin-Helmholtzinstability,rolling up into the
detachedvortexwhichconvectsdownstreamover
the airfoil, resultingin the large 'nose-down'
moment on the airfoil. The dynamic-stall
phenomenonin incompressibleflow has been
simulatedvery satisfactorilyby K. Ghia,Yang,
Osswaldand U.Ghia (1992) and a suitable
modulatedsuction/injectioncontrol law was
devisedby Yang,K.Ghia,U.GhiaandOsswald
(1993).
The presenceof compressibility,three-
dimensionality,transitionandturbulence,aswell
as a numberof otherfactors,can significantly
affect the resulting flow evolution.
Compressibilitycanhavesignificanteffectsonthe
sequenceof instabilitiesdescribedabove. For
flow with a relatively low free-streamMach
number,interactionwith a rapidlymaneuvering
airfoil locally causesthe flow to accelerateto a
Mach numberof two and higher,resultingin
significantcompressibilityeffects,specificallythe
productionof additionalvorticity. Maneuvers
performedin supersonicfree-streamflows have
evenmorecomplexflow physics.In eithercase,
asshownin Fig.3, shockletsformedfrom local
accelerationsof theflowaroundvorticesandwavy
unstableshearlayerscansignificantlyaffectthe
resultingflow structureaccordingto theresultsof
ChandreshekaretaI.(1995).Theseshockletsexist
overonly asmallrangeof anglesof attackduring
themaneuver.Small,temporallyevolvingshocks
formingin thepresenceof vortexinteractionsand
instabilitiespresentchallengingflowphysicsto be
simulatedbythecomputationalfluiddynamicist.
In orderto accuratelypredictsucha flow
numerically,theinstabilitymechanismspresentin
the incompressibleflow, and any additional
mechanismspresentin the compressibleflow,
must be accuratelyresolvedbothspatiallyand
temporally. Compressiblephenomena,suchas
shocklets,mustbeaccuratelypredictedin orderto
understandtheirinteractionwithvorticesandtheir
effecton instabilitymechanisms.Theeffectsof
assumptionsmadein ananalysison theaccuracy
of resolvingthe instabilitymechanismsmustbe
addressed.Becauseof the sensitivenatureof
instabilitiesto disturbances,errorsmadein the
analysismaybe amplifiedto a pointwherethey
affect the resultingflow physics. Thestandard
zeronormalpressuregradientboundarycondition
usedon solid surfacesin compressibleviscous
flow calculationssuchas thoseperformedby
Visbal (1990)andChoudhuriandKnight(1995)
mayhaveasignificanteffectontheresultingflow
evolution,becausethe eruptioneventdescribed
aboveis characterizedby areNonof highnormal
pressuregradientrelativeto thewall. Sincethe
unsteadinessi of primeinterestin dynamicstall
flows, time-accuracyof the analysis is of
fundamentalimportance.
Theobjectiveof thisstudyis to: i) develop
ananalysisthatis applicableto dynamicmotion
CFD problems, ii) to use object-oriented
programmingtechniquesin thedevelopmentof the
analysisto facilitatethe useof complexCFD
techniques(suchasflow-adaptivegrids,Chimera
grids,etc.) on ever changinghigh-performance
massivelyparallelcomputerplatforms,andiii) to
develop simulation results for dynamic-stall
phenomenaundera varietyof flowconditionsto
help in the understandingof the role
compressibilityplays in the phenomenonof
dynamicstall.
Underlyingthe entire analysisare the
physical issuesof how to accuratelycapture
instabilitiesandavoiderrorgrowth,aswellasthe
computational issues of optimization and
efficiency. Thecomputationalissuesshouldnot
beallowedto affecttheanalysisin sucha wayas
to lower confidencein the resultingsolutions
throughtheadditionof errors.
Analysis and Discussion
The analysis begins with the first
principles of classical field theory applied to a
continuum fluid. The integral equations are
transformed into a set of non-linear partial
differential equations written in terms of an
arbitrarily moving coordinate system.
Unsteadiness of the coordinate system as well as
that of the bodies in the flow are accounted for in
this manner. Cross derivatives are retained in the
resulting differential equations to ensure accuracy
of the solutions of these equations. The equations
are neither modified by explicitly adding damping
terms nor by using a turbulence model. Both of
these are inconsistent with the very equations we
are trying to solve. A consistent set of boundary
conditions have been developed which removes
the requirement for a pressure boundary condition
on solid surfaces. Consistent far-field conditions
are used, unlike the zeroth-order extrapolation or
characteristics-based boundary conditions com-
monly used.
The differential equations are discretized,
resulting in a non-linear algebraic equation set
whose solution approaches the continuum solution
at a known rate. Based on the results of a model
problem, it can be said that, as the grid is refined,
the physics of the discrete equation set does
approach that of the continuum equations. The
discrete equations are solved at all points within
the flow, including pseudo-boundaries introduced
by computational topologies such as branch cuts
and multi-block/Chimera-grid boundaries. Time
accuracy is assured by complete convergence of
the residual of the non-linear equation set,
guaranteeing its solution, and through the use of a
fully implicit time discretization. Errors
introduced through incomplete convergence of the
equations may adversely affect the flow physics of
the discrete equation set and, thus, the instability
events that are being captured.
Numerical Jacobians are used to
efficiently generate the resulting linearized
coefficient matrix. A fully direct method is not
feasible for solving the resulting very large system
of equations, even when the sparse nature of the
system is considered. Thus, an iterative method is
used to drive the residual of the equation set to
zero at each time step.
Computational optimization pervades
every aspect of a simulation of a challenging flow
problem. To lower memory requirements, the
number of operations and numbers of iterations
performed, flow-adaptive grid techniques are used
to achieve near-optimal _id-point placement and,
more importantly, to accurately capture unsteady
flow phenomena. Multi-grid techniques have been
programmed and will be used, if necessary, to
accelerate the convergence of the unsteady
equations at each time step. If the problem
requires the use of a direct method for
convergence-related issues, then a multi-block
'divide and conquer' approach is planned to break
the problem into smaller pieces. In addition,
underlying all numerical computations is the issue
of matching algorithms to the machine architecture
in use. The use of massively parallel machines is a
necessity for computing dynamic motion CFD
problems. Because of the need to change
algorithms when switching architectures, code
design becomes important, to reduce the time
spent porting between various machines.
Object-oriented programming (OOP)
techniques have, therefore, been used to address
many of these optimization issues. Code
complexity increases dramatically as complex
CFD techniques, such as flow-adaptive and multi-
block grids, are added to an analysis. Advanced
programming techniques are necessary to manage
such complexity in an organized manner. The
interaction between various codes, such as a grid
generator and a flow solver, must be expressed in
the pro_am itself, in order to allow effective
communication. With the use of OOP langxaages,
portability issues are more directly addressed and
more adequately resolved. The use of an object-
oriented language actually facilitates efficient
programming rather than hindering it, since the
way an object is used is decoupled from the
particularway it was implementedon a given
machine. Specificoptimizedalgorithmscanbe
used where appropriate,without complicating
otherpartsof a code.A goodexampleof this is
linearalgebraprogramming,whichformsthebasis
of all CFD codes. A particularefficient
implementationof amatrixoperationcanbeused,
whereone wasnotbefore,withoutchangingthe
way the CFD programloadsup its coefficient
matrix. An exampleof the high performance
attainableonaCRAYY-MPwithC++isgivenin
Fig.4. Becauseof thedesignofthelinearalgebra
objectsusedby the CFD code,this optimized
blockmatrixroutinewasusedwithoutchanginga
singlelineofcodein theCFDprogram.
Theuseof user-definedtypesallowsthe
programto bewrittenin termsof objectscloserto
theproblemat handandallowsthe compilerto
knowwhen,for example,a gridwasmisusedand
marktheline with anerrorflag. In a procedural
language,suchasFORTRAN,thecompilerhasno
wayof knowingif aprogrammerreallymeanto
passdownto a routinethex-coordinatesof a grid
first, thenthey-coordinates,or vice-versa.All it
knowsis that it wasexpectingtwoarrays,andis
ignorantof what they were supposedto be
representing.
Summary
The compressible flow past a maneuvering
airfoil is being studied. Currently, issues related to
boundary conditions, including proper treatment of
branch cuts and multi-block/Chimera boundaries
are being addressed. Numerical analysis issues for
solving large-scale iterative problems are being
examined. Finally, object-oriented programming
is being used to facilitate the incorporation of
complicated CFD techniques into flow codes as
well as to address issues of software portability on
high-performance supercomputers. Results of this
effort, which were not ready at the time of the
Conference, will be disseminated shortly in the
form of a report.
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a) M=0.3, cz=12 °, c_+=0.03
b) M=0.45, c_=12.6 °, &=O.0313
Figure 3.-Compressibility Effects on Dynamic Stall (Chandresekhara, et al., 1993)
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Figure 4.-Cray Y-MP Performance for C++ Block Matrix Inverse
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